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ABSTRACT

A fairly simple modification of the split Hopkinson bar (SHB) method is presented that extends significantly the scope of the Kolsky method in studying the effects of strain rate and strain-rate history on the physical and mechanical properties. The developed modification of the SHB method makes it possible to conduct incremental tests with alternating dynamic loading. Examples illustrating the possibilities of the modifications described are included.

In the recent three decades the SHB method, originally proposed by H. Kolsky, has been successfully used all over the world to study strain-rate dependence of the mechanical properties of structural materials. Presently, this method is used to determine the mechanical properties of materials loaded in tension, compression, torsion and shear [1] for the strain rates of $10^3 \text{s}^{-1}$. In some works this method was used to study the effects of strain-rate history on the mechanical properties of materials [2-6]. Most results of this kind have been obtained in the experiments where a dynamic load was superposed on a previously applied static one. There is a number of works where dynamic shifts from one strain rate to another were accomplished during high-rate loading of the specimen [5-8].

A Kolsky method modification that allowed to alternate the specimen loading and, thus, to study the dynamic Bauschinger effect was originally developed by Ogawa [7]. Some simple modifications of the SHB method have been worked out by the present authors to extend its scope.

To create complex strain-rate histories in specimens it is proposed to generate cyclic loads by loading the SHB system using projectiles made up of lengths of two or more bars of materials with different acoustic impedances $\rho C$, where $\rho$ is material density and $C$ is sound velocity in it. The bars the projectile is made up of may follow one another with no gaps between them [8,9] (glued together) or with some gaps [10].
Using the bars of the first kind, one can generate, in the SHB system, compression pulses with a stepped loading pulse amplitude, and thus to study material response to a stepped strain-rate history. Projectiles of the second kind allow to form in the SHB a loading pulse sequence of different amplitudes with some intervals between them. Such projectiles are composed of two or more bars with different (or equal) acoustic impedances. The component bars of the composite projectile are connected by flexible, easy-to-deform brackets with their ends fixed in the slots provided at the bar ends facing each other. When a projectile is being accelerated in the gas gun bore, the brackets will not bend as the deformation is restricted retaining thus the initial spacing between the bars unchanged until the projectile hits the SHB. The projectile quitting the bore and impacting against the SHB, a compressive pulse of amplitude $G_1$, proportional to the acoustic impedance of the first component bar, is formed in the SHB. The termination of this pulse is followed by a complete unloading of the specimen. While the first pulse works, the second bar moves on inertially and impacts against the first one, creating in the SHB a new loading pulse (dynamic superposed load) of amplitude $G_2$ that depends on the acoustic impedance ratio of the first and the second bars. Depending on what the experiment is aimed at, the amplitude and duration of the pulses generated as well as the interval between them may be varied by adjusting the lengths and the acoustic impedances of the component bars and the spacing between them.

![Fig. 1. The experimental pulses in SHB by using the glued projectile](image1)

![Fig. 2. The experimental pulses in SHB by using the projectile with a gas](image2)

The oscilloscope traces of compressive pulses recorded in some of the experiments are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The left-hand curves are from the experiment with the projectile glued up of three parts: the middle part was made of D16T aluminum alloy while the first and the last ones were manufactured of 30XrCA steel. The use of such a projectile made it possible to change the strain rate in the course of the experiment from higher to lower and vice versa. The right-hand curves were obtained when loading the SHB by a spaced composite projectile with the first part made of D16T alloy and the second one made of 30XrCA steel. In the above test the delay between the loading cycles was 20 μs, the strain rate at the second stage being about twice the first one.

Fig. 3 shows the deformation curves for AD1 aluminum obtained when loading the SHB by a projectile glued up of three parts. Shifts from a lower strain rate to a higher one and vice versa were accomplished in the experiments. The results are compared with the constant-rate curves (dotted curves in the figure). It is evident that aluminum responds quickly enough to the changes in strain rate and is at the
same time fairly sensitive to the deformation history (the curves for strain-rate jumps do not reach the ones for constant values of strain rate), the sensitivity increasing with the decrease of the strain rate. Fig. 4 shows the deformation curves for AD0 aluminum obtained for the SHB loaded by the projectile of the second kind. The results suggest that unloading of the specimen after the first loading cycle, and the following second loading, are elastic, the elastic modulus being equal to the initial Young's modulus of the material. Plasticity is reached after a 20 μs hold, at the stresses higher than those at the beginning of the unloading (with the increased strain rate in the second cycle). In what follows the deformation curve, after the second load, approaches the curve obtained for an equal, but a constant rate.

To study material behaviour under alternating dynamic loading, an extensional SHB modification is used (11-12). Its main difference from the Nicholas scheme [13] consists in the absence of a shoulder inserted between the ends of the pressure bars around the specimen. So between the ends of the bars a small gap is created, providing an additional compressive cycle for the specimen before a routine extensional cycle. Two versions of a threaded joint between the specimen and the pressure bars are proposed:
- a hollow specimen is screwed upon the ends of the bars whose butts having a smaller diameter create, inside the specimen, a small gap that limits the specimen deformation under compression (Fig. 5);
- a solid specimen is screwed into the bar ends, so as to create a gap between them (Fig. 6).

When a compressive loading pulse in the incident bar reaches the specimen, a portion of the pulse is reflected, while some part is transmitted through the specimen into the second bar. This is the first cycle of specimen loading in compression. The specimen...
compressive strain magnitude is determined by the size of the gap between the bar ends. It should be noted that until the gap is reduced to zero, the amplitude of the wave traversing the specimen is equal to a portion of the incident pulse amplitude. This portion is determined by a hardening mode and a cross section area of the specimen tested. Upon reaching a certain value of a compressive strain by the specimen, the bar ends come into contact and the rest of the incident wave passes over to the transmitter bar with its amplitude practically unchanged. The plastic strain value, after the bars have come into contact, remains constant during the life of the rest of the original pulse. After that unloading of the specimen takes place. Stress values drop to zero, the total strain is reduced by the elastic component value, thus, bringing the bar ends out of contact. Then the transmitted compression wave is reflected from the free end of the second bar as the tension wave. That is the second cycle of specimen extension loading which is similar to the Nicholas experiment.

As the incident bar is twice as long as the transmitter one, the superposition of pulses during the second cycle is avoided. Thus, the proposed modification allows creating two deformation cycles for the specimen in compression and in tension, the loading pulse amplitudes being equal in the first and the second cycles.

As an example of applying the SHB method to studying the material behaviour under alternating dynamic loading Figs. 7 and 8 show deformation histories for the D16T aluminum alloy and the M1 copper.
Thus the proposed simple modifications of the SHB method allow to extend significantly its scope in the investigation of the strain-rate history dependence of mechanical properties of structural materials.
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